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By Harry A. Metzler

Recently a dealer friend of mine called to
advise he was about to buy a very extensive stock of overprinted U.S. issues of
.Canal Zone, Guam, and the Philippines.
His one comment on the phone was, ·"There
.are 20 mint copies of Canal Zone, Scott
No. 94, and before I remortgage my home
I would like you to take a look at this lot."
A few days later I visited him and looked
at a stock page full of mint and used Scott
Nos. 4 to 8. An examination of more than
20 _used copies of Scott No. Jl concluded
that not only was the overprint counterfeit
but also the cancellation - a type never
used in the Canal Zone. There were many
stock pages with Hat top A's both mint and
used; and a spot check of Scott Nos. 80
and 81 proved they were all counterfeit.
There were 20 mint and more than 30 used
copies of Scott No. 94 - all bad. The perf.
10 and 11 x 10% pointed A's were also
relagated to the counterfeit department as
were examples of Scott Nos. Jl and J3.
What makes this material so dangerous
is that the overprints are the correct length
and most spacings between the words CANAL and ZONE are also correct. Surprisingly, many of the counterfeits have a
catalog value of under $1.00.
(Continued

on page 23)

MAIL SALE NO. 10

o

QUARTER,

Catalogs for the mail sale will be
mailed during the last week of August 1981.
Closing date for receipt of bids is
Monday, September 28, 1981, no
later than noon P.D.T. at:
R. H. Salz
60-27th Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94121

No. 60

Civil censorship was initiated and administered in the Canal Zone by the Asst. Chief of
Staff for Military Intelligence (G-2) of the Panama Canal Dept. of the U. S. Army until
March 1942 when the administration was transferred to the Office of Censorship.
The Canal Zone Censor Stations were
originally expected to examine all mail to through Albrook Field which was also a
and from the Canal Zone and the Republic scheduled stop for most airlines operating
of Panama, and all mail passing through between the Americas. With this readily
the Zone. However, problems encountered available source the examination of air mail
in housing the estimated 800 personnel re- was the prime responsibility of the Balboa
quired caused a radical downgrading of this Station, although Cristobal began examinobjective. After Feb. 2, 1942 all mail be- ing some air mail on a regular basis in
tween the U.S. and the Central and South 1943. It was found that some surface mail
American countries (including the C.Z. and arriving and departing from Puerto Arthe R. de P.) was examined in the U.S.; muelles and some airmail originating or
·and examination ofmail to and from coun--passing through David (both to the Chiriqui
tries of the United Kingdom was eliminated. Province of the R. de P.) was bypassing
Thus mail examined in the Canal Zone censorship. The substation at David was
consisted primarily of local mail to and established to close this loophole.
from countries other than the U.S. and the
The Examination Division of the CristoU.K. as well as mail between the Central bal and Balboa Stations consisted of four
and South American countries. This action Sections _ Business Mail, Personal Mail,
reduced the staffing requirements to 400.
Army Post Office (APO) mail and Panama
The Balboa Station began operations on Mail. By agreement with the Panamanian
Dec. 13, 1941 with a few Officers who Government (primarily to preclude the need
opened some mail, but concentrated on re- for establishing a separate censor organizacruitment and training. The staff rapidly tion) Sections to handle only Panama mail
increased to 64 by Jan. 1, 1942 and peaked were created. These Sections were headed
at 280 in 1943. The Cristobal Station was by a Panama official designated by that
established on Jan. 5, 1942 with the trans- government. The mail was censored within
fer of one Officer and 8 civilians from the the policies of the Office of .Censorship.
Balboa Station. The staff reached its peak As the Army originally lacked the manof 93 in mid 1943. A substation of the Bal- power and resources to censor APO mail,
boa Station was opened in David, R. de P., this function was taken over by the C.Z.
in June 1942 with one Officer and two Stations until May 1, 1943 when the Army
civilians and this force remained constant finally assumed responsibility. As far as can
for the duration of censorship. All censor be determined at this time, the mail cenactivities ceased on Aug. 15, 1945.
sored by these Sections bore the normal
Army censor markings and not those used
The division of responsibilities among the by the Office of Censorship. The functions
local stations was based upon the normal of the Personal and Business Mail Sections
How of mail. Virtually all Panama and Canal are self explanatory. The stations were also
Zone surface mail was received or disresponsible for censoring film, travelers' papatched from Cristobal. In addition, the pers, mail of Armed Guard and Merchant
Cristobal Post Office was a designated In- Marine personnel and diplomatic mail of
ternational Post Exchange for the rerouting
persons not on an approved list, issuing
of surface mail. It was only logical that the export licenses to Canal Zone and Panama
Cristobal Station be assigned responsibility dealers in philatelic materials, checking mail
for censoring surface mail. Almost all Panama and Canal Zone air mail passed
(Continued on page 19)
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Auctions
By Gilbert N. Plass
Only a rather limited amount of Canal
Zone material was offered at auction during
the spring quarter. However, four high
priced rarities did change hands. The Robert Siegel Rarity Sale had a never hinged
copy of the popular Thatcher Bridge error,
Scott No. 157a. This brought an all time
record high price of $16,500. Although the
price of any stamp is governed by both
supply and. demand, it is interesting that
there are fifty copies available of this stamp,
while there are 117 other Canal Zone major
errors with fifty or fewer copies known.
rhese were listed in the Third Quarter
1980 issue, Vol. 16, p. 21. Most of these
can be purchased for a fraction of the price
realized for the Thatcher Bridge error. This
indicates the considerable potential for appreciation of these other errors.
Sotheby Parke Bernet offered one of the
gems of the first issue, a block of 12 of
No. 1. This block from the upper right
corner of the pane included many interesting varieties including the long PANAMA
overprint. Only one larger block is known
together with one other block of 12. This
block, catalogued at $4000, brought only
$2700, a bargain for someone. The price

may have been influenced by gum and
other defects on some of the stamps, but
this is the only way that the :Hrstissue can
be obtained.
Sotheby also sold in the same sale two
of the very rare ZONE ZONE errors. A
block of 15 of No. 87a, 10¢ orange, only
5 copies known, with disturbed o.g. and
jJerforations touching, was sold for $2660
compared to $3009 catalogue. Only 4 copies
are known of No. 88a, 12¢ brown violet.
A block of 12 with disturbed o.g. and small
paper adhesions sold in the same sale for
$2700 compared to $2860 catalogue.

Revenue Stamps
A listing of the engraved and lithographed revenue stamps issued by Panama
for the Canal Zone was given in Whole
No. 55, page 9 (1980). Lawson Entwistle
points out one correction: the imprint on
CZSG No, R6 is EDITORA PANAMA
AMERICA, S.A. and not as stated. We
should also mention that there are two
varieties of the De La Rue imprint. It
reads THOMAS DE LA RUE & CO. LTD.
on R5, R15, R19, and R20, while it reads
THOMAS DE LA RUE & COY. LTD. on
R7-13a, R17, and RIB.

In the following list the price realized
is given with the catalogue price in parenthesis as listed in the auction c&talogue.
Late Use of Second Series
The name of the auction house follows. All
items are unused and without serious deHarold Smith wrote to report a Scott
fects unless mentioned otherwise. All prices No. 5 on a cover addressed to Tacoma,
have been rounded to the nearest dollar.
Wash. and with a CDS of Ancon for Dec.
Scott No.6, plate bI. of 6, paper ad- 14, 1904. It has a CDS receiving· mark of
hesion on reverse, $725 ($1000) Sotheby; New York, N. Y. for Dec. 21, 1904 with
8, h.r., $155 ($90) Superior Galleries; 10, "Paid All". The cover is an Isthmian Canal
ANAL, gum loss, $35 Robert Slater; 10, Commission Official Business envelope. This
C, A, L broken, $31 'Slater; 12, bI. of 4, is another example of the use of the second
$46 ($13) Slater; 12b, antique ZONE, used, series after it was withdrawn and after the
$46 ($35) Slater; 12, antique ZONE and third series was issued on Dec. 12, 1904.
PANAMA up in bI. of 4, only trace of gum,
$120 ($81) Slater; 13, PANAMA, $74 ($65)
Slater; 13, antique N in bI. of 4, ng, $150
Initials on 20¢ Golden Gate
($45) Slater; 13d, bI. of 4, ng, $160 ($80)
Slater; 14c, bl. of 4 with 3 diff. types 8,
In the First Quarter 1981 issue we pub$110 ($70) Slater; 18, P NAMA, trace of lished a list of siderographer and finisher
gum, $100 ($60) Slater; 20a, antique CAN- initials compiled by John Meek for the 20¢
AL, trace of gum, $160 ($85) Slater; 20, Golden Gate stamp. We thought that this
bI. of 4, shifted PANAMA ovp, $170 ($85) information might be of interest in indiSlater; 20, used, $26 .($17) Slater.
cating the possible initials that might be
No. 22, ONE in bI. of 4, $52 ($30) found on the Canal Zone overprints. We
Slater; 25a, horiz. pro imperf between, $375 should have cautioned that the overprint
($300) Sotheby; 31 on card, $30 Henry plate was only of 100 subjects for the secSpelman; 39c, booklet pane, interleaving ond, third and fourth overprintings. Only
stuck to reverse, $400 ($400) Sotheby; 46, certain panes were overprinted for each
nh, vf, $375 ($225) Sotheby; 60-66, $190 printing, as I pointed out in my article in
($164) John Kaufmann.
the Fourth Quarter 1974, Whole No. 33,
No. 81, bI. of 4, $750 ($850) Sotheby; pp. 25, 31. Only LL and LR panes are
86a, ZONE ZONE in bI. of 15, $500 ($585) believed to have been overprinted on the
Sotheby; 145, pI. bI. of 6, $17 ($12) Slater; second printing, while only UL and LR
157, 3 pI. bI. of 4, $11 ($7) Slater.
panes are believed to have been used for
No. C2, f, $100 ($100) Kaufmann; C15- the third printing, The fourth printing is so
26, $64 ($66) Kaufmann; C25a, horiz. pro rare that we do not know what panes may
imperf between, $465 ($350) Superior Gal- have been used. Thus not all possible inleries; C08-12, used, $475 ($810) Sotheby. itials on the basic United $tates plates ever
Addresses of auctioneers: Robert A. Sie- appeared on the Canal Zone overprinted
gel Auction Galleries, Inc., 160 E. 56th stamps.
St., New York, N. Y. 10022; Sotheby Parke
Dick Salz wrote to say that he thought
Bernet Stamp Auction Co., 158 Deer Hill we should have pointed out the above to
Ave., Danbury,
Conn. 06810; Superior our readers and that he has only recorded
Stamp and Coin Co., Inc., 9301 Wilshire
siderographer initials E.H., O.H.H., and
Blvd., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90210; Robert D.M.C. and finisher initials KL.S. and
M. Slater, Inc., 14261 K Fourth Ave., C.H.R. on the 20¢ denomination. None of
Suite 33, Aurora, Col. 80011; Henry M.
Spelman III, 133 Kearney St., Room 204, the initials listed for plates 19134, 19468
San Francisco, Calif. 94960; John W. Kauf- and 19648 have been reported with the
mann, Inc., 1522 K St., N.W., Washington, Canal Zone overprint.
-GILBERT
N. PLASS
D. C. 20005.
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Fig. 5. Bas Obispo - before, M.

Fig. 6. Bas Obispo - after, 7¢.

Fig. 7. Gatun Locks - before, 8¢.

Canal Zone Pictures
By Gilbert N. Plass
(Continued from last issue)
The photo used as the model for the 6¢
1939 anniversary stamp is shown in Fig. 5.
The artist took considerable liberty in rearranging the tracks and roads through the
Gaillard Cut near the old construction town
of Bas Obispo.
The photo used for the 7¢ stamp, inscribed Bas Obispo - after, is shown in
Fig. 6. C. A. McIlvains, Executive Secretary
wrote to President Franklin Roosevelt on
Aug. 14, 1939: "May I invite your attention to the fact that the Canal Zone scenes
depict commercial ships in all cases except
one, i.e., the subject for the seven-cent
stamp bearing the caption, 'Bas Obispo After: Shown on this stamp is the new
D.S.S. Houston entering the north end of
Gaillard Cut on July 11, 1924, this being
a reproduction of Panama Canal official
photograph No. 80-E-65, two copies of
which I am pleased to enclose. You will
recall that you were on board the Houston
on this voyage through the Canal, and the
photograph was selected as a compliment
to you as the author of the idea of the

Fig. 8. Gatun Locks - after,

'before and after' scenes used for this commemorative series of Canal Zone stamps."
Actually this letter is wrong in one particular as Roosevelt was on board the Houston on its 1938 voyage through the Canal
and not on the 1934 one. The designer of
the stamp copied the far bank fairly accurately, left out a small ship in back of
the Houston, and changed some minor details on the Houston. The biggest change
made by the designer was in leaving out
most of the vegetation on the near bank.
Gatun Locks before and after are shown
on the next pair of values. A photograph
taken on April 15, 1911, Fig. 7, was used
for the 8¢ value. The designer used only a
small part of this photo, namely the part
to the right of center. Again he rearranged
some parts of the design. The design of
the 10¢ value shows the completed locks
based on a photograph taken on June 19,
1924, Fig. 8. Again the designer used only
the central part of the photo and has clarified some details, especially in the area to
the left of the locks. All of these scenes
were made to look more interesting and
beautiful on the stamps than they do in
the photographs and perhaps than they do
in real life!
(Continued in next issue)
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World War II (Continued from page 17)
for secret inks and codes, and providing
assistance to the Navy in examining Fleet
Post Office (FPO) mail.
Censor Numbers. The Office of Censorship assigned each station a block of consecutive numbers which were used to identify that particular station. These numbers
were changed occasionally when the need
for additional numbers resulted in nonconsecutive blocks at a station or to confuse the enemy as to. the location of a particular station. Substations' were alloted a
small block of numbers assigned to the
parent station. Each station assigned a number to an individual examiner who retained
that number until transferred, terminated,
or until a new set of numbers was allocated
to that station. Records in the National
Archives show the following official allocations:
General Order 4 of Dec. 19, 1941 assigned 2301-2380 to Canal Zone.
General Order 24 of Feb. 2, 1942 assigned 13001-13800 to Quarry Heights.
This GO also transferred the 23012380 series to Los Angeles. There is
no known usage of these numbers in

the Canal Zone during this seven week
period. Instead, it appears that provisional numbers between 2 and 500
appear to have been used.
General Order 56 of May 1, 1942 reassigned the 13001-13800 series to Panama. It would appear that the Office
of Censorship was not sure just where
the Canal Zone Stations were located.
The records in the Archives do not show
the allocation of numbers after May 1942,
the distribution of the numbers between
Balboa and Cristobal, nor the suballocation
of numbers to David. Wilfred Broderick
of the War Cover Club (WCC) and Dann
Mayo of the Civil Censor Study Group
( CCSG ), through an analysis of many covers, have identified the following ranges of
numbers with the Canal Zone:
Balboa
13008-13243" and 58002-58247"
Cristob,al 13503-13580 and 59009-59049
75014-75060
David
"As David was a substation of Balboa,
some of these numbers should have
been reallocated to David. None have
been so identified to date.
Censor Devices. Many different types of
censor devices were used in the Canal
Zone, some of which were peculiar to the
Canal Zone, while others were utilized by
all stations. The major clue to Canal Zone
usage is the censor numbers; another is
that the Canal Zone stations were the only
ones in the entire censor system to have
the text of the devices printed in Spanish.
Other identifiers will be given when types
of devices are discussed. The catalog numbers shown are those adopted by the WCC/
CCSG and some of the devices not available to the author have been reproduced
(with permission) from their book "Civil
Censorship in the United States during
WWII".
The workload of the stations varied from
day to day and at times it was impOSSible
to examine all mail within the deadline of
24 hours for air mail and 48 hours for
surface mail. Consequently some mail was
released without examination and a hand
stamp applied to so indicate. One type of
a single line hand stamp was developed
for this purpose, an example of which is
shown in Fig. 1. Similar stamps with letters
3, 5, 9, and 12 mm high exist with the

iELEASED BY CENSOR
Fig. 1. Type S 2.7.3.
length of the caption also varying. These
were used only in the C.Z. Two types of
circular hands tamps were also used for this
purpose and are also peculiar to the C.Z.
They are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.
Circular hands tamps with censor numbers were applied to post cards and parcel
post. Those with four unfilled stars or 0-0
appearing at bottom of the circle are the

OPENED BY
C. Z. EXAMINER

No.2

L?1If.

Fig. 2. Type C 2.1.
Fig. 6. Type B 2.1.

RELEASED

BY

CENSDR_#d~2
Fig. 7. Type B 3.1.
Fig. 3. Type C 2.2.
identifiers for the Canal Zone, and are
shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
Resealing labels were used to close the
ends of the envelopes after being opened
for examination. Initially they were locally
made devices bearing hand stamps on paper
tabs. These were followed by standardized
preprinted paper tabs and then by preprinted transparent tape.

ABIERT A POR LA
CENSURA _~~t:I~
Fig. 8. Type B 4.1.

Abierta par Censura
Defensa Continental
No.

:tt.t:.~.~~.~
.....
Fig. 9. Type S 5.1.

I. 0. __
No.. __ uJ}. !'!_~
__.
.AbI.&a por

o.e...a eo.t••••••••
Fig. 4. Type C 7.1.

Fig. 10. Type S 5.2.

Abierta par Censura
No. "'r7.~O.~"".""·"·"··"
Defensa Continental
Fig. 11. Type S 5.3.

Fig. 5. Type C 10.3.
The locally made devices consist of many
hand stamps on both white and yellow tabs
that were evidently hand cut from 4" rolls
of paper tape. These tabs vary in height.
The sides are frequently curved and seldom
parallel. Those shown in Figs. 6 through
13 were used only in the Canal Zone.
The first of the standard and universally
used seals wes introduced in early 1942.
They were printed on 312" wide paper
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OPENED BY
C. Z. EXAMINER

No!:3 / 3

0

Fig. 12. Type S 10.1.

PASADO POR

IA

CENSURA

Fig. 13. Type SILL

ABIERTA POR CENSURA
DEFENSA CONTINENTAL

ABIERTA POR CENSURA

DEFENSA CONTINENTAL
No. 13181

13101

E. U. A.

Fig. 15. Type L 2.1.
tabs and centrally printed and distributed
by the Office of Censorship. They were
printed at various times with the height of
the tab varying from 1~" to 2~". The
1~" seals are most common in the C.Z.
but
tabs were also known to have
been used. The reprinting also resulted in
varying spaces between the row(s) of words
and the row,of numerals and in diHerences
in the types of numerals used. Examples of
these paper seals are shown in Figs. 14
through 16.

nf'

EXAMINED BY
13110
Fig. 14. Type L 1.4.4.
:'hepaper seal:rw~s-ent~d--pybblems-fur
the examiners in that they had to cut the
tabs for narrow envelopes, piece them out
to completely seal the wider ones, and they
had to write in the portions of the return
address that were covered by the seal. The
Office of Censorship was also concerned
because the seal could readily be steamed
open. A 1~" wide transparent preprinted
tape was introduced late in 1942 to overcome these deficiencies. Again they were
centrally printed and distributed for use by
all stations. These tapes also caused problems. They were of poor quality with many
-'ghost"' numbers and letters frequently appearing and the tape deteriorated in storage. Evidences of this deterioration can be
found on covers with this device - the
adhesive not only stains the envelope so
severely that the printing is hard to decipher but the tapes are loose and easily removed. The Type T 1 (Fig. 17) comes
with both 5 and 6mm spaces between "EXAMINED" and "BY." There are no known
variations of Type T 6 (Fig. 18).

EXAMINED

13521
Fig. 17. Type T 1.

BY

Fig. 16. Type L 2.2.

AIIEITA

•• 1 CEllUlA

IEFEIIA

ChTIIE.TAL

NO.

13011

Fig. 18. Type T 6.
The Office of Censorship encountered a
new problem. The censor stations were operating at peak level and the printing and
distribution of tapes to meet the needs of
individual examiners became an almost impossible task. A better quality transparent
tape without censor numbers was issued
as a replacement in late 1943. The omission of the censor numbers made the supply and distribution problem a lot easier,
Each examiner was issued a hand stamp
bearing his specific number which was applied to the cover so that it would be covered by the new seal. The hand stamps
issued were not uniform and many varieties
?~ numerals _a~~in e~tence.~ose
ide~~~__
fled willi tne Canal ZOne are shown III
Figs. 19 and 20.

EXAMINED

BY

58150

59040
Fig. 19. Type T 2.
ABIERTAPOR
DEFENSA

CENSUIA

CONTINElfTAL

58149

58242
59010
75043
Fig. 20. Type T 7.
It is roughly estimated that about 7.5
million pieces of mail were censored by the
Canal Zone stations, but for some unknown
reasons the early devices are difficult to
find. In order that the Censor Markings
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Committee may compile data and examples
of the variations of the devices shown
above, obtain a listing of the earliest and
latest dates of use of each device, and a
record of the individual censor numbers
used, members having access to any Canal
Zone censored covers are requested to contact H. A. Metzler, 1601 Suffolk Drive,
Clearwater, Fla. 33516. We particularly
need information on the devices and censor
numbers used by the David Substation.

Second Time Around
In 1905 the Scott Stamp and Coin Company of New York published a detailed and
authoritive handbook entitled A Reference
List of the Stamps of Panama by John N.
Luff. Mr. Luff was a prolific and knowledgeable writer, and his handbook became to a
very great extent the basis of Panama and
Its Postage Stamps by Frederick E. Heydon
published in 1922.
-W.hile- glancing_through a ..copY-DLMr.
Luff's book I noted a paragraph that tells
an interesting "surcharge" story. I hope you
agree that it is close enough to Canal Zone
philately to make it pertinent.

-R. H. SALZ
"In connection with the first surcharged
stamps of Colon, there is a little story that
may be worth repeating as pointing to the
origin of some of the too-numerous oddities.
As I report the conversations from hearsay,
I may not give the exact letter of what was
said, but I believe the spirit to be correct.
About the time the first surcharged stamps
made their appcnrnnec in New York, a oortain stamp dealer had a friend who was
going to the Isthmus. Said he: 'Old chap,
here's a hat full of money. When you rea(;h
Colon, go to the post office and buy me
such and such quantities of the new surcharged stamps and, by the way, if you
can get any with the surcharge upside down
or stamped twice, I'd like 'em. Stamp collectors will pay well for that sort of thing,
you know, and I can use them in my business.' In due time the messenger reached
Colon, went to the post office, displayed
the money, gave his order, and mentioned
his patron's desire for oddities. Said the
postmaster: 'We are short of stock to-day,
but we struggle to please. Come around
again in few days and we'll have them for
you,' Then, to his assistant: 'That's a nice
(Continued

on page 24)
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Canal Zone material such as books, playing
cards, silver spoons, railroad ties, oil reservoirs from old locomotives and many other
mementos from the early days brought
forth many comments and questions from
the viewers.
Lawson Entwistle sent a copy of the fifth
draft of his book on Canal Zone postal
markings which was enthusiastically examined by those present. Proposed publication is to be in 1982 and further information will appear in the CZP as developments occur.
The meeting adjourned after the usual
conversational groups had talked things
over. Many members went on to the Richard Wolffers' auction which contained somll
very nice Canal Zone material. Another
meeting has been scheduled for 1982 at
the annual WESTPEX stamp show.

-R. H. SALZ
Second Time Around (Continued

from page 21)

man and a beautiful lot of money. We must
try and oblige him. Perhaps if you make
him some of those upside down things, he
will reward your efforts; so Pedro, do your
- ahem - prettiest.' And Pedro did. We
know, for we have seen the result. By combining the surcharges REPUBLICA DE
PANAMA, PANAMA, R. COLON in circle, and A. R. COLON , using ink pads of
different colors and paying plentiful heed
to inverted and double impressions, the result was suggestive of the patchwork nightmares which ladies call 'crazy quilts.' As if
all this were not sufficient, when the man
who gave the order came for his goods, he
was told that, though the office force had
been active in trying to meet his wants, the
work was not all finished and that, if he
was in a hurry for it, he might take the
sheets and the handstamp to his hotel and
complete the job himself. This he did but,
having to provide his own ink pads, he
added some colors (such' as·bright rose and
black) which were not included in the post
office supply. It must be said to the credit
of the dealer that, when he received these
things, he was somewhat startled and, so
far as he could determine which were the
home-made (or hotel-made) varieties, he
removed them from the lot."

Book Reviews
By David Farnsworth
A Story of Life on the Isthmus by Joseph
Warren Fabens (New York: George P. Putnam & Co., 185S), 215 pages, small format,
and Panama Canal: A Report by the Commission of Fine Arts in Relation to the
Artistic Structure of the Panama Canal, 6Srd

Congress, Senate Document
No. 146,
(Washington: Government Printing Office,
1915) both reproduced by University Mic-

roHlmsInternational, Ann Arbor, MI, paperbound for $28.00 and $12.40 respectively.
University MicroHlms International has
about ten titles about Panama or the canal
in its catalog Books on Demand. The books
are reproduced in xerography as ordered,
so, in a sense, they are in print. Some are
available in microfilm also. Among them are
the Otis. book (reviewed in whole number
50) for over $SO, McCain's and Williams'
books (reviewed in whole number 52) for
over $35 and $45, respectively. They are
very expensive, and all is very poor quality:
some of the copy is only marginally readable and pictures in some cases are just
splotches. Regular photos of illustrations are
available. Handbinding is another option.
Both are costly.
Life on the Isthmus is not worth the
money or time it takes to read it. Very little
can be learned about Panama from this
boring and superficial series of narratives
by an observer who seems to be out of it.
Fabens was a diplomat who ser,red as counsel at Nicaragua during the 1850's. In this
book, the author purports to be transporting camels across Panama, starting at Chagres.
Fabens relates a number of what he calls
"humorous incidents." Unfortunately these
incidents are not funny, and most could
have happened anywhere. He observes
people, but with little understanding. The
language is archaic, pretentious (for example, "gazing through his visual organs"),
obtuse, and wordy. He stops the narrative
when his party reaches San Pablo.
The Commission of Fine Arts was chaired
by Daniel Chester French, the sculptor who
did the Minute Man of Concord in 1875
and the statue of Lincoln for the Lincoln
Memorial in 1918. The vice chairman was
Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr., a famous landscape architect.
There are just eleven pages of text in
which the commission points out that nearly
all the work on the canal and accompanying structures had been finished so recommendations on the artistic design were too
late. Some small cosmetic changes in a roof
line, the erection of a monument, and some
markers for the entrances are among the
topics covered. Line drawings, maps and
foggy pictures make up the rest of the book.
The Panama Canal Spillway is a weekly
newspaper published by the Panama Canal
Commission for its employees. The Spillway
is in a regular newspaper format with good
quality printing. This paper is excellent
background reading because of articles on
such topics as Panamanian customs inspection, telephone
facilities, employees and
their jobs, and the Panamanian postal facilities.

reading from its back page - the Spanish
language version's first page.
Subscriptions are only $6 per year from
Panama Canal Information Officer, Panama
Canal Commission, APO, Miami 34011.
A second publication, Panama Canal Review, is a magazine. It appears twice yearly
and is available from the commission for
$3 per year. The Review contains many
beautiful photos. The September 1977 issue's cover story was about Canal Zone
stamps.

Harris Price List
The Harris Price List just issued shows
large increases in prices over those of the
list of just six months earlieI'. Examples of
prices for vf unused with the prices of half
a year ago in parenthesis: Scott No. 94,
$575 ($S75); 95, $250 ($160); 97, $67.50
($50); 85, pI. bl., $225 ($125); 96, pI. bl.,
$200 ($145); 141, $2.75 ($2.25); 146, $3
($2.55); 162, $1.75 (70¢); C21-26, $27.35
($22.30);C27-31, $33.95 ($28.65);C32, $1.75
($1.35); C33, 85¢ (60¢); I3, $825 ($575);
J15, $92.50 ($75); J20 $125 ($100); C017, $83.50 ($74.50); 01/7, $45 ($39.50).

ELUSIVE CANAL ZONE
PLATE BLOCKS
No.7" (8¢ Via. Blk) Bottom Plate
No. 1499 & B.E.P. Imprint Block
of 6, with full slightly tropical
O.G., slightly reinforced, verYIRne
to superb centering, a beauty,
Cat. $1,500+
Net $2,000
No. 46" (1¢ Mt. Hope) Top Plate
No. and Imprint Block of 8, very
fine mint, O. G., N. H., fresh &
immaculate, with P.F. Cert., Est.
Cat. $5,000+
Net $3,500
No. 48" (5¢ Mt. Hope) Top Left
Corner Margin Block of 6 with
"5 CENTESIMOS No." in Margin, very fine by superb mint,
a.G., N.H., fresh and immaculate, Cat. $4,300+
Net $5,000
No. 81" ($1 Via. Brn.) Top Plate
No. F14628, Block of 6, 3/8"
wide selvedge (reduced), lightly
hinged, some'What tropical O.G.,
fine to very fine centering, Cat.
$2,500+
~et. $2,850
No. 95" ($1 Via. Bm.) Top Plate
No. F14628, Block of 6, full
selvedge, fresh O.G. with light
hinge trace on one stamp only,
extremely fine centering, fresh
and bright, Cat. $1,200++
Net $2,500
WHAT ELSE DO YOU NEED IN
BETTER GRADE CANAL ZONE?
Comprehensive "Canal Zone"
stock available
Satisfaction or Immediate

Installment Payment Terms U Desired
(No Interest or Carrying Charges)

Jack E. Molesworth, Inc.

del Canal de Panama with the
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same stories and pictures is found by turning the English language Spillway over and

CSA

Spillway
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